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— bluffs formerly above the reach of wave uprush. Ensuing adjustment of the
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responded by building upward and mi grating 26 meters landward . Approximately 8
meters of beach were lost due to submergence beneath the elevated lake surface;
and an additional 6 to 7 meters were lost due to erosion. The shoreline ,
however, lagged behind the rest of the profile in adjusting to the higher water
levels.

period , certain sections of Lake Michigan have undergone
relative subsidence as a consequence of broad regional tilting of the earth’s
crust. It is estimated that during the last century the Lake Michigan basin
tilted 0.06 to 0.09 meter per 100 kilometers along its axis. Shore recession
over the last century increased at a rate of 19 ± 10 meters per 100 kilometers
in the direction of greater subsidence.

Other coastal areas with similar geomorphology and wave exposure can be
expected to recede at rates similar to those indicated above if subjected
to the same subsidence. The initial response to rapid subsidence may be on
the order of 50 units of retreat for each unit of subsidence. Profile retreat
is, however, a nonlinear , time-dependent function of subsidence , and for slower
subsidence, shore-eroded sediments become spread over a broader profile , pro-
ducing a larger ratio of shore retreat per unit of subsidence. Estimates of
shore recession due to slow crustal motion of the Great Lakes basin indicate
response ratios between 120:1 and 390:1. Furthermore , according to the concept
of mass balance , the long-term response ratio should also depend on the volume
and size distribution of sediments being supplied to the nearshore profile by
shore erosion. The lakeshore response was found to increase several fold
where inadequate backshore deposits supplied less beach materia per unit
of recession.
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Abstract
Coa~s-to~! ~ub4 Ldenee Lncn.ea4 e~6 ~,toa dA.ng Lit totv ty.&tg C -tat ‘Legton4 .

Mo’Leove L , Lt ctL~tuxb4 the eq~eWbn~wn p1w 6LLe, and aJ1ow.~ waveo to e1wde
b&t~ $~ 6o/un enA~i, above The n.each o~ wave upnu.~h. En.iu~ng adj teitmeivt o~ the
p iu’~çt2e d~eve4 -the ihoneLwe Ka-tthvt tand.oa.n.d. Gu2dance L~ needed ~o’tobta.&ung quaivt~taUve e.~st~,ncvte~s c’~ The ~hon.e ‘~~ ite.6pc n..ie.

The mean ~tut~aee eieva.tLon o~ Lake MLch.Lgan ko~e 0.5 m duxLn g a nccen.t
6o WL yealt pC4eod . Conc wvtentLy, nujo n. etemen-t.~ 06  the .~ubmen~ged pko~-A1en.c.iponde d by btii.LcUng izpo~vtd and ~nLgn.a.tLng 26 m &indwan.d. App’towna.te.ty 8

m 06 beach wejte Lo.i t du~ to ~i u.bmen.genc.e beneat h The eieva~ted Lake ~uA~ace;
and an add.Lt.LonaL 6 -to 7 m wan.e Lo~s-t due. to e- ’w-~L~’n. The .~hon2t.i..ne, howcvc ‘i ,Lagged be h..Lnd the n.e.-i .t o6 the p’to~LLe Liz adjwi Ung to tIz~ h.Lglze z zuate)r
Zeve.ti .

Oven. a tongen. pe4cod, centa~Ln ~ec.t~on4 c~ Lake M.Leluigan ha ve wzde ’z-gone n.e.ta.tLve 4 ab4..Ldence a~ a consequence 06 bnoad ‘teg LonaL tiLth g c ~ the
ea.tth ‘ -i citw~ t . l-t .i~ e4t~Lrro.~ted tha.t dwung the La.i t cen.twty The Lake
M.~chA gan ba.~s.Ln tiLted 0 .06 to 0.09 m pen. 100 kAJome-tvz.s aLong Lti ax.ts .Sho n.e n.ece.~i.ion oven. The &ut ae~ttun.ij .~ncn.eaAed itt a n.a~te o~ 79 L 10 rn pek
100 kLtome.teM Lii The d iec,t~on o~ gnea.ten ~ubo..s denee .

Ot hen. c c~tctL an.ea4 w.Lth ~LmL&vt geomo n.phi c togy and Leave expo<s wte can
be exLpec ted -to n.ecede at na-te-i ~~~ Lcvi to -tho~,e LndLca.ted above L~ç 6ubjecte d-to the. i~azne oub 6 -Ldence . The -Ln -thtt n.e.6p0050 tc’ ‘zapLd 5ub~iL dence may be on
The o nden. o6 50 wti._ti o~ n.etkea-t 6on. each wt.~it o~ 6ub~Ldez1ce. P’zo~Lt~ n.e-
t’tectt L~, Iwwei ’en., a non-L.&Lean., t&ne-depende n~ ~wic-tLon o6 4ub~~den ce. and
6c’ t 4totee n. ~sub6.Ldenee , .‘. hon.e.-e~wde d 4ecUinen t.i bec~ • .ip ’tead ov en. a bn.oaden.
~“w ~-Lte, p~’zo duc.Litg it &vtgvt ‘~itt.& °6 ~ho&e. kQt’te.at pe ’~ unLt ~ ~ ~ub~~dence.E~-Umate.~ o6 4 hon.e n.ece.i4.Lon due to SLow cn.w~taL moaon o~ The G’tea-t Lcthe i
bithi t Lnd~citte ‘te~pon~e ‘zrvUo4 be.tween 120: 1 and 390: 1. Fwtthenmone ,aca’n.dL.ng to the concep-t o6 ma~~ baLance, the tong -tc tm fle4pon4 e ‘za~t-LoshouLd aL~c depend on The voLume and ~~ .e dL tn~butLott 06  ~.edJJnertt4 be-~.n~4uppUe.d tc the nean.~hon.e. pno~.Ue bij  ~hon.e en.~~~Lo n. The Laizej ahc ’-’te ne2pon4e
cttt i 6owid tc’ -&icn.ea4e 5evena,t 6oLd wh en.e iitadeqc&ate bach.~,hon.e depo.~,.Lt~si uppUed te~is beacit nv~teniaL pen. wiLt 06 n.ece.os.~on.

I INTRODUCTION
1. Aim and Approach

Failure to consider the effects of subsidence m ay result in a serious
error in projection of long term shore retreat at certain localities. Even
ns2derate rates of subsidence can increase coastal erosion and submerge low
lying coastal regions. Furthermore many conditions brought about by
development of shore property, e.g., lowering of the water table accompany-
ing ground water withdrawal , soil compaction in response to increased sur—
face loads , vibrations associated with construction operations and later
traffic , can , as documented by other papers in this symposium, contribute to
subsidence; and thereby accelerate shore retreat . Estimates of potential
sho re erosion shoulc~. tnerefore , include allowances for the continuation of
documented subsidence , and even for expected increases in the subsidence
rate when the state—of—knowled ge permits su tons , based on develop—
ment factors. DISTfimU~~QN ~~~~~~~~~~~U- -
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No guidance is available at present however , for estimating the amount
of erosion which will result from a given rate of subsidence. More funda-
mental questions about coastal currents, waves, and the interactions of
fluid and sediment , have yet to yield solutions; and in th e abscnce of a
theoretical understanding, empirical correlations between shore retreat and
causative factors have assumed subsidence per Se can be ignored (Caldwell ,
1959; Richardson , 1976; and others). Usually the effects of subsidence on
shore retreat rates are relatively small compared with the total variation
in retreat rates. Moreover even where subsidence has a significant cumula-
tive effect the shore damage will tend to be felt during the storm events.
Thus the present uncertainty concerning the relationship between coastal
subsidence and shore retreat should not be surprising.

Because subsidence ~s a minor variable among many affecting the rates
of shore erosion, resolu:ion of its contribution will depend on shore
changes measured at sires of extreme subsidence , or over long periods of
time. The purpose of this paper is to estimate the effects of coastal sub—
sidence using first , data on Lake Michigan shore retreat during four years
of rapidly rising lake levels; and secondly, using historic data on the 120
year retreat rate along sections of the Lake experiencing different rates
of relative subsidence.

Figure 1. General Location Map
2. Terminology.

For the purpose of this paper, precise definitions have been formu-
lated , that refine the meaning of several familiar words. Sabme.kgence will
refer to the sinking of a coastal area relative to the mean water surface .
Submergence may result from either land subsidence or elevation of the wate:
surface. Eme tgenc.e refers to the opposite relative displacement, and when
expressed numerically, both will refer to lengths (L) measured in the verti
cal. Coastal planners and property owners are often more interested in the
resulting horizontal change in shoreline position. T-~~n4gke ion (ant.
.‘Leg/te.64.on) will refer to the horizontal distance that the shoreline moves
in direct response to submergence (emergence). The ~hc ’tcC~-Lne is the inter-
section of the beach with the mean water surface , or some other specified
datum such as low water (LWD) or mean high water (MHW) . The shoreline
divides the beach into 4h0n.e (subaerial) and nea.k4hone (submerged) zones.

Total lateral r~i1gration of the shoreline can be more or less than
transgression (regression) depending on whether erosion or deposition pre-
vails at the shoreline. Deposition refers to the accumulation of material



on a surface (M/L 2 or L); erosion refers to its removal. The lateral
migration of a specific contour will be referred to as pn~ognada~t.Lon (L) if
the contour moves toward the center of the basin and as kece46~Lon if the
contour moves away from the basin. Shon.e.Une ~‘te.t&ea.t (Fig, 2) will be theinclusive term referring to the total landward horizontal shift or the
algebraic sum of Jtan4g/te44.Lon (a function of submergence) and Ae.ce.64.Lon
(a function of subsequent erosion).

RETREAT

Profit. odjuit ~d to
ssbmsrg•nc . • 6Z

~~~~~~~tO ittøi pr o tite

Figure 2. Terminology of Retreat
Transgression ~z cot a

Retreat transgression + recession

Shoreline retreat implies that there has been either local recession
or transgression, but is unspecific as to which (or whether both) caused
the landward shift in shoreline position. Figure 3 illustrates the meaning
and heirarchy of the discussed terms.

UPLIFT REGRESSION [1](Land Rising) f ( Emirqinc .)
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SUSSIDENCE TRANSGRESSION [U(Land Sinking ) f I Subm.rpnc.)

Figure 3a. Terminology of Figure 3b. Terminology of
Vertical Processes Horizontal Migration

II USE OF LAKE LEVEL FLUCTUATIONS TO MODEL SUBSIDENCE
1. Lake Level Fluctuations.

In terms of submergence and erosion , it is inonaterial whether the land

tial
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is sinking or the sea rising. Thus a stable or even uplifted shore can
serve as a model if only the sea is rising facter than the land. Due to
their distinctive hydrologic cycles , the Great Lakes can be used to mode].
effects of subsidence on shote Eetreat .

The mean surface elevation of Lake Michigan has a definite annual
cycle averaging about 15 cm in amplitude. This seasonal cycle Is super-
imposed on Long -teAm f~tuctua~t.L.onA which, though not so regular as the
seasonal cycle , are nevertheless clearly evident in the 115—year hydrograph
of annual means (Fig. 4 ) .

0

582 - 
177_ S

~~

1860 880 1900 1920 (940 (960 1980 Ui

Figure 4. Annual Mean Surface Elevations of
Lake Michigan (data from MOAn records)

Seasonal and long term lake level fluctuations are expressions of
meterologic and climatic variations. As shown in Figure 4, the annual mean
lake level generally increases for several years in succession befo re goin g
Into periods of decline . The cumulative effect has often been a consider-
able shift in annual mean lake levels~ e.g., more than a meter between 1926
and 1929; 0.83 meters between 1950 and 1952; and 1.45 meters between 1964
and 1973. These long term lake level fluctuations are much more rapid (34,
41, and 16 cm/yr respectively) than trends in sea level which are typically
on the scale several non/yr. Runs of increasing lake level have rates more
comparable to changes in relative sea level at sites of extreme local sub-
sidence. This suggests using measurements made to determine the shore
response to periods of rising lake levels, as input to a model for esti-
mating the effects of coastal subsidence.
2. Historic Data on Bluff Recession.

Land surveys and aerial photographs have been used to document Lake
Michigan bluff rece8sion in excess of 300 meters (1116 feet) in 121 years
(Powers, 1958). Average bluff recession rates shown in figure 5, represent
nearly 1000 measurements compiled from various references reporting the
position of bluffs at widely scattered sites around the lake shore . The
height of each horizontal bar represents the recession rate obtained by
averaging measurements from 9 to 100 different sites. The length of the bar
indicates the various time spans, from 2 to 127 years, for which recession
was calculated. In this format, measurements from locali’ies having
diffe rent degrees of exposure and resistance to erosive forces are lumped
together, but two important features nevertheless sta’id out : first , the
average lakeshore bluff is evidently subject to persistent long term retreat .
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Secondly, rates of retreat are not uniform through time . During certain
specific short periods, average recession rates increase significantly
throughout the lake.

It has long been held that shore erosion was most rapid during periods
of above average lake level. Evidence of this was presented by Seibel
(1972) for Lake Michigan/Huron and by Berg and Duane (1968) for Lake Erie .
Some investigators nevertheless still express doubt as to the validity of
this relationship (Larsen, 1972; McKee, 1972). A comparison of the rates
of recession shown in Figure 5 with the mean annual lake level (shown by
the continuous jagged line) shows direct correlation between bluff reces-
sion rates and the mean elevation of the lake surface, in spite of the
fact that the data collection periods, over which recession rates are
averaged, were undesirably long and not ideally suited for resolving the
effect of lake level changes. Consider for example, the change in reces-
sion at lB in Figure 5. This average rate of recession is based on 40
point measurements along a specific length of shore. A 500% increase in
average recession rate is noted between 1938—1950 and 1950—1955. The rate
then decreased considerably as lake levels fell in the late 50’s. Both
lake level and recession decreased still further in the early sixties.
Lake levels reached a record low in 1964. Recession was low but not below
the long term average, which may reflect first the effect of available
survey intervals; recession and lake levels were still moderately high in
‘60, ‘61, and ‘62, and then rose again rapidly in the closing years of that
decade. A second possible reason for above average recession in the same
decade in which levels dropped to a record low, is that the studies from
which the lB rates (as well as most of the other post 40’s data) were taken,
concentrated on the more critically eroding sections of the lake.

An estimate for the overall long term recession would be 0.37 m/yr
(1.2 ft/yr) based on measurements at 94 stations selected from data
presented by Powers (1958). Powers ’ data provides a good estimate of the
overall historic recession because Powers chose his sites systematically,
and the 94 sites used here were all originally surveyed between 1830 and
1838. Powers determined bluff recession by surveying, in 1956 and 1957,
the distance of the shore bluff from township and range section—corners
within 0.5 mile of the lake. Comparing his measurements with original
government surveys, he found that the bluff had advanced at six of the 134
sites (average rate of advance 0.5 zn/yr); and showed no change at four
sites.
3. Profile Adjustment to a Single Period of Rapidly Kising Lake Levels.

The response of the beach to the most recently rising lake levels has
been monitored at six stations in the vicinity of Pentwater Harbor about
midway up the eastern shore of Lake Michigan . Study of profile changes has
provided an estimate of the increase in shoreline retreat due to high lake
levels, permitted the resolution of transgression and recession, and re-
vealed changes across a broad submerged section of the profile which are
also related to submergence. The dates of the four field seasons during
which the six stations were reprofiled , together with the change in lake
level between the field seasons (based on average daily means), and the
mean monthly elevations during intervening periods are given in Figure 6.

a. Shore. The net retreat of the shoreline over the four year study
period is shown in Table 1. In spite of a slightly higher lake level in
the fall of 1969, the shoreline advanced between the spring and fall at two
of the six profile stations (3 6 7) because a small coastal bar merged with
the shore. Over the longer period from spring 1969 to 1971 , a net retreat
developed at all stations. The average retreat rate for the two year
period was 4 m/yr, but there was still a considerable , random variation ,

6:34
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in retreat among the different stations . Over the 1967—1971 (45 month
period , longshore variations nearly vanished as all stations approached the
average retreat rate of 4 m/yr .

581
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Figure 6. Lake Michigan Hy drograph Showing
Differences in Mean Lake Levels Between
the Various Survey Periods .

Table 1. Net shoreline retreat

Station number Spring to Fall 1969 Spring )9b9 to 1971 1967 to 1971

3 -1.5 1.5 13.4
4 1.5 12.0 16.7
S 2.5 10. ’ 14.6
6 3.3 7.5 15.2
7 - 0 . 2  5 .8  16 .9
8 2 .0  12.5 11. 0

Avg. retreat (m) 1.3 8.3 14.6
Coeffi cient of

variation (a) 1.4 0.51 0.15
Avg. re treat

rate (m/yr) 3.3 4.1 3.9

A determination of the exact amount of )
~ece4~~~0R depends on tht, ele-

vation where the measurement is made. One convenient choice is at the
elevation of lake surface in 1967. The average of daily means during the
1967 field season was 176.30 m (International Great Lakes Datum, IGLD, 1961)
and the average for the whole year was slightly lover; 176.10. The positions
of these two 6ko/te1~n€4 as well as the LWV 4h0)Lit-L-i.ne (175.80) were calculated
No datum higher than the 176.1 could be selected, however, because profiling
was terminated at water ’s edge in 1967. If a datum lower than LWD had been
selected, it would, by the time of the 1971 survey, have intersected the
profile lakeward of a longshore bar. As can be seen in Figure 7, this bar
was also migrating landward as lake level rose. A coastal bar migrating
landward and upward can cause a sudden anomalous lakeward advance of some

635
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contours on an otherwise receding shore. Thus, measured recessions at the
higher elevations are more reliable indices of shore retreat .
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Average recession (1967 to 1971) of the 176.30 m shoreline totaled
6.5 a. For this four year period transgression was responsible for more
than 50% of the total shoreline retreat.

b. Nearshore. The nearshore profile is dominated, from near water ’s
edge to a point approximately 500 a from shore, by a sequence of from four
to fi ve longsho re bars. These bars are persistent year—ro un d features , but
are not stationary (Figure 8). On the north side of the harb~ir where four
bars were persistent from year to year throughout the study, the inner
three bars migrated an average of 26 m toward the shore, and rose in eleva-
tion about 0.5 m during the same four year period. The cross—sectional
geometries, aerial relationships, and migration of multiple longshore bars
are discussed in detail elsewhere for a larger region encompassing Pent—
water Harbor (Hands, 1976).
4. Interpretation.

The 120 year rate of historic recession for a typical stretch of uncon-
solidated lake shore is about 0.37 m/yr (1.2 ft/yr). Rates of recession are
not however constant ; periods of accelerated recession occur during years
of high lake level. If measurements of recession obtained during the recent
episode of high water are divided into two nearly equal time intervals
(1967 to 1969, 1969 to 1971), each reflecting equal submergence (0.2 m),
then recession of the highest common 6hO/ WL~nt (176.30 m) was about the same
for both periods and totaled 6.5 m .

Total shoreline retreat exceeded recession by a factor of more than
two. The difference between the total retreat (14.6 in) and recession (6.5)
is transgression (8.1). In other words, in addition to 6.5 a lost by ero-
sion, 8.1 in of shore has been lost by submergence beneath the elevated -lake
levels.

Figure 9 shows the total changes in average position of bar crests, bar
troughs, and the 176.3 6ho /iLUne between 1967 and 1971. Changes in ele~a—
tion of crests, troughs, and ~hoM1i~tQ. were essentially the same (0.55,
0.47, and 0.51 m respectively). Average horizontal changes were 25 m for
the crests, 24 m for the troughs, but only 6.5 m for the 1967 4hO /ZEL4J1~ .

An important question is whether the documented shoreline recession
represents full or only partial adjustment to submergence. Per Bruun (1962)
has hypothesized that there is an equilibrium form which beaches tend to
adher to, and if sea—level rises, the equilibrium form will be shifted up-
ward and landward . Lake Michigan bars moved up by an amount equal to the
mean rise in lake level during the four year period. However, while main—
tam ing a fixed depth, the bars encroached on the shoreline (Figures 8 and 9) -
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Figure 8. Landward Migration of
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If the 1967 profiles more nearly approximated the equilibrium form than did
the later, steeper profiles, then considerable additional retreat must
occur after lake levels stop rising, to flatten the profiles back to their
1967 configuration. The difference in bar and shoreline migration (25—15
10 m) is interpreted as a lag in the recession of the shoreface or upper
beach. In order to adjust completely to the elevated lake surface, the
upper part of the profile will probably recede farther landward by continued
rapid erosion until it has increased , by roughly 10 m, its separation from
the near~hore bars. Assuming shore erosion supplies a volume of sediment
sufficient to readjust the nearshore profile, a crude sediment budget was
calculated (Hands, 1975). The results were in substantial agreement with
the p receding prediction inasmuch as mass balance provided an even larger
estimate of the additional retreat necessary to re—establish equilibrium;
the final ratio of recession to submergence was estimated to be about 60:1.

Distance from Base Line (m l
200 15,0 00 0

176

- I75~~~
- 174 c- 73- 72 ~II

Figure 9. Migration of Bars and Shoreline (1967 to 1971). Migration of Bar
Crests, a , Trough Thalwegs, ~ , and the Water ’s Edge , o from their Mean
Positions in 1967 to Their Mean Positions in 1971. Based on Profile
Measurements at the Three Stations North of Pentwater Harbor.
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Recently collected profile data provide more extensive coverage both along
shore and offshore , and will thus provide a better basis for future refine-
ments of the sediment budget.

III USE OF DIFFERENTIAL UPLIFT TO MODEL SUBSIDENCE

1. Regional Trends in Recession Rates.
By selecting from Powers ’ report those station s initially surveyed

between 1830 and 1838 (94 in number) and then averaging them by county,
evidence fo r an unreported regional trend in long term recession rates is
obtained (Fig. 10). The relatively large va riat ion in recession rate
encountered as one moves from one station to the next along the shore,
cautions against putting too much confidence in the mean rate derived for
any given county. An average of only four sample rates isn ’t a very stable
estimate of the true mean rate, and the number of measurements per county
varies. Yet recurrent increases In recession rates toward the south on
both sides of the lake support the hypothesis that a regional trend actual—
ly exists. Evidence of this trend has not been found in any other data on
Lake Michigan shore recession, but no other data set has an area coverage
and time span comparable to Powers ’. The fact that Powers did not suggest
a regional trend, and was apparently unaware of the evidence for one in his
data, eliminates the possibility of even unconscious bias in the reduction
of survey notes and compilation of recession rates. What the.i could be
responsible for this regional trend in recession rates?
2. Possible Explanations.

The rate of bluff recession depends basically on: a) lake level be-
havior, b) erosive forces, c) resistance of the shore deposit, and d) the
offshore profile. Waves are the primary source of energy needed to do the
work of shore erosion, so the possibility that fetch and wind conditions
might give rise to a trend in wave energy was examined. Visual wave obser-
vations have been taken for a number of years at various stations around
Lake Michigan (LEO Data, unpubl.). The means of observed breaker heights
for a three year period common to 24 stations were used to estimate the
average wave power entering the surf zone at each station . Assuming the
wave power delivered to the surf zone is proportional to the 5/2 power of
the breaker height (CERC , 1973) ,

5/2

and furtnermore assuming that the power of the average observed breaker is
a good index of average breaker power, the distribution of Hb 5/2 around the
lake was plotted (Fig. 11). Neither raw Rb, Hb 5/2 , nor an index of breaker
power gradient, AHb ~i/2/AX (where t~X is the shoreline distance between
stations) suggested any regional trend in erosive forces.

The possibility that northern shores might benefit from a longer period
of isolation from winter storm waves by pack ice , was eliminated by consult-
ing an ice atlas (Rondy, 1969).

Essentially all the eastern shore of the lake can be described as alter-
nating sections of sand dunes intersected by g’acial moraines. Nothing in
the distribution of shore types, height of the sand dunes, or norainal bluffs
(Hands, 1970) suggest any regional trend in the shores ’ resistance tc  c’r-,sion.
Although nearshore slopes do gradually flatten at the southern end of the
lake, if the nearshore slope had any effect on recession rates, it would
tend to decrease recession in the southern area rathc r than the reverse ,
which was observed .

The last independent variable considered is lake level. Annual and
long term fluctuations in lake level affect all parts of the basin equally.
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Long term relative submergence would, thus, have to be a function of
differential crustal motion.
3. Evidence of Differential Uplift of the Lake Michigan Basin.

Abandoned strandlines, relict from ancestral lakes, are particularly
well developed in the Great Lakes basin above the elevation of present lake
surfaces. Early geologists traced these abandoned shore features for
hundreds of kilometers and found that they were not level, but rose in ele-
vation toward the north . Assuming a given strandline formed approximately
synchronously along its length, and was initially close to level, the ob-
served tilt was interpreted as a measure of crustal uplift (Fig. 12). For
instance in the northern Lake Michigan basin the Nipissing shoreline rises
about 12 in in 200 kin, indicating 12 in of differential uplift occurred since
these features originally formed.

Water level records form a secon d and independent source of evidence
for crustal motion. At a number of harbors on Lake Michigan , water level
records extend back past the turn of the century. Differences in lake sur-
face elevations recorded at separate locations vary with time, but the time
series of differences should have a stationary mean if the two locations are
not subject to differential crustal movement . Analysis of crustal movement
using this approach goes back to Gilbert (1898). The total record of lake
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CRUSTAL MOVEMENT BASED ON RECORDED
WATER LEVEL DATA

Figure 13. Regression of Lake Level Differences at Different Gages Indicate
Basin Tilt (m/100 yrs); from Kite (1’9Y2) .
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level data has been recently reviewed , edited , adjusted, and analyzed by
Kite (1972). His estimate of basin tilt, shown in Figure 13, is based on
lake level records ranging from 35 to 110 years in length . Differences in
water levels recorded at Milwaukee and Sturgeon Bay for example, increase
over the 65 year period of common record . The increase is approximately
linear with time, and at a rate of 2 Din/yr.

A third independent line of evidence for crustal movement comes from
geodetic leveling. By comparing adjusted data obtained in 1929 and 1955
level surveys, Rol l Lhl produced the unpublished map shown in Figure 14.
Differences in measured elevations were found to increase along the level
line running northwesterly from Chicago. By extrapolation the Lake
Michigan basin is thought to have tilted 0.18 in in the 26 years between
surveys. Between Milwaukee and Sturgeon Bay this would again be roughly
equivalent to 2 clan/yr of different ia l  up l i f t . These results were described

CRUSTAL MOVEMENT BASED ON
GEODETIC RELEVELING ( M M / Y R )

Figure 14. Comparison of Fi rs t  Order Level Net of 1929 with Firs t  Orde r
Releveling in 1955 (Meade, 1972) indicates Basin Ti l t .

(Meade, 1971) as tentative and subject to revision, but for present purposes
they are more than adequate; the general pattern of an active regional tilt
in the Lake Michigan basin is confirmed by the similarity of results from
independent lines of investigation.
4. Effect of Uplift on Long Term Recession Rates.

Could the relative submergence of the southern end of the Lake Michigan
basin explain the greater bluff recession that has occurred there? It is
usually assumed that even if crustal uplift is an active process, it is too
slow to be a significant factor in contemp orary erosion problems . Given the
uncer tainties in comput ed ra tes of upl i f t  and b l u f f  recession , a possible
relationship between the two should be examined in the simplest manner pos-
sible. In order to compare them quantitatively, both will be approximated
by their linear trends. This is not meant to imply that recession is stric-
tly a function of lakeshore position. As pointed out earlier there are many
factors affecting recession. The attemp t here is merely to obtain a quanti-
tative estimate of how subsidence, taken by itself , affects recession. The
regression coefficient is a good estimator of this effect as none of the
other factors is thought to exert a regional control. The remaining scatter
in Figure 15 illustrates the combined effect of these other variables, which
as expected is considerable. The least square regression coefficient is 19
+ 10 (~ + 2s) a per century per 100 km along the lake axis; this trend is
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statistically significant even at the 1% level . From Figure 15 it seems
that this trend may be an expression of a northerly decrease in an upper
bound on recession,with low recession values distributed fairly uniformly
up and down the lakeshore. Two low values near 60 and 80 km .contribute
heavily to this impression. It is speculated that greater investment in
shore protection may explain the occurrence of some low recession values in
the earlier settled southern portion of the basin.

The period of time covered by the water level records and by the bluff
recession data discussed in Section 1 are roughly the same. The tilt of
the basin estimated from Figure 13 and 14 would be .063 and .087 in per cen-
tury per 100 km along the axis of the lake. Thus each centimeter of subsi-
dence caused somewhere between one and four meters of recession if the trend
in recession is to be attributed solely to subsidence.

It is noted that the longshore trend in recession rates is not so pro-
nounced on the east shore as on the west. Nevertheless the hypothesis that
the apparent trend might have arisen by chance (H0 :~ = 0) would still be
rejected; under standard assumptions even if the test were applied to the
east coast data taken by itself, t — 2.4, n 33). With respect to the
smaller increase in recession along the east shore, it is interesting to
note that the east shore is backed by high dunes and glacial deposits rich
in sand and gravel. Each meter of bluff retreat on the east shore would
supply a greater volume of beach material than on the typically lower
western shore.
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IV CONCLUD ING REMA RK S

Subsidence increases the rate of erosion in unconsolidated deposits by
allowing waves to reach bluffs that were formerly above the elevation of
wave uprush. Moreover , waves lose less energy in passing over submerged
offshore shoals. The increased erosion can be viewed as an adjustment of
the beach to new conditions imposed by subsidence. The quantitative re-
lationship between subsidence and the rate of shore retreat has however,
received little attention. From the standpoint of shore protection there
are many other over—riding variables that effect erosion. And in areas of
extreme subsidence, there are many other damaging consequences: water
supply, structural failures, etc. This study demonstrates that subsidence
can have a measurable effect on shore retreat . The effect could have pro-
found local impact — consider the resulting decrease in property value if
a formerly stable barrier island where subjected to moderate subsidence
over a fifty year period.

The shore of Lake Michigan re t reated 15 in during a four year period in
response to a 0.5 in increase in mean water elevation, and because a broad
section of the submerged profile responded by moving 25 m landward , it
appears that the shore was lagging behind in its adjustment to high lake
levels. Total recession required to reestablish equilibrium after a 0.5 in

coastal submergence in four years, extends years beyond the period of sub-
sidence. Based on documented lake shore retreat , prof ile change, and a
rough balancing of the sediment budget , it is estimated that 25 to 30 in of
recession would be required to readjust the shore to the 0.5 in rise in lake
level. This gives a ratio of expected recession to submergence of approxi-
mately 60 to 1.

The amount of shore retreat that would result from a much slower rate
of subsidence was interpreted using records of long term bluff retreat and
crustal motion. The Lake Michigan basin has been tilting upward toward the
north . The 120—year mean recession rates show a similar trend; with reces-
sion rates increasing in the direction of greatest subsidence. Regional
tilting seems to be the best explanation for the regional variation of
recession. Under this assumption each cm of slow submergence would be
responsible for from one to four in of shore recession; the ratio of recession
to submergence would be between 100:1 and 400:1.

Shore retreat is a non—linear, time—dependent function , and so apparen-
tly is the relationship between recession and subsidence rates. Great Lakes
studies sug~~s&. that long term subsidence may cause several times the reces-
sion that would result during a short period of equal, but rapid subsidence.
It takes a number of years for the beach profiles to equilibrate. Moreover,
slow, long term water level adjustments may permit littoral forces to spread
shore eroded material across a wider submerged profile ; and therefore, in the
long term require a greater volume of shore eroded material to adjust to sub-
mergence.

Coastal areas with geomorphology, geology, and wave exposure similar to
the study area may be expected to recede at rates roughly on the order of
those measured if subjected to the same conditions of subsidence. Wherever
possible , shore recession caused by subsidence should be determined along
with measurements of subsidence. If enough additional data can be acquired,
it may be feasible to establish some functional relationship between subsi-
dence and shore rec’~ssion that will be valid for a range of subsidence rates.
Resulting relationships may then apply to broad classes of coastal conditions.
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